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TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM

INTER-COMPARISONOFWILDFIRE AND HIGH-RESOLUTIONINTERFEROMETER

SOUNDER(HIS) DATA FROM STORM-FEST:AN INVESTIGATION OFWILDFIRE
SPECTRALCHANNEL DISCREPANCIES

I. INTRODUCTION

Early in 1992,NASA participatedin aninter-agencyfield programcalledSTORM-FEST.

TheSTORM-FrontsExperimentSystemsTest(STORM-FEST)wasdesignedto testvarious

systemscritical to thesuccessof STORMI in a veryfocusedexperiment(NCAR, 1992).
NASA's role in STORM-FESTwasoneof collectingaircraft remotesensingmeasurements

during thefield phaseof theprogramandto participatein researchsupportingtheuseof these
measurementsto addressspecificSTORM-FESTobjectives.

A NASA ER-2high-altitudeaircraftwasusedwith asuiteof advancedvisible, infrared,

andmicrowaveinstrumentsto measuretemperature,humidity,ozone,precipitation,and

atmosphericelectricfields. Theseinstrumentswereusedto demonstrateprototypeobserving

capabilitiesandto studythestructureanddynamicsof winterstormsandmesoscaleevents.
Analysisof datafrom theWildfire spectrometeron theER-2 ledto someuncertaintyin its

performancesincetheobservationswereinconsistentwith theexpectedtheoretical(modeled)

results.This reportdescribesthisuncertaintyandtheuseof theHigh-ResolutionInterferometer

Sounder(HIS) datacollectedsimultaneouslywith theWildfire spectrometerto quantify the

problem.

A. Motivationfor theReport

Thenewly developedWildfire spectrometer(DaedalusEnterprises, Inc. under a NASA

Ames Research Center SBIR) was flown aboard the NASA ER-2 to collect a variety of unique

high-resolution measurements in support of STORM-FEST. This instrument was the precursor

to the MODIS Airborne Simulator (MAS) which is now used in a variety of EOS funded

investigations (King and Herring, 1993). During the conversion of the Wildfire to the MAS,

changes to the diffraction gratings, pre-amplifiers, and associated optics and electronics packages

were made after STORM-FEST. This made the Wildfire configuration obsolete.



A descriptionof the spectral characteristics of the Wildfire is presented in Table 1. The

primary Wildfire objective for STORM-FEST was to collect upwelling radiation in the channels

which spanned the thermal infrared window region of the Earth's emission spectrum from 8-13

_tm to detect integrated water vapor and ozone. Of particular interest were data in the 9.6 _tm

ozone absorption region which was sampled in the 9.2, 9.6, and 10.0 _tm bands. Figure 1

presents the infrared spectrum simulated from rawinsonde data stationed at Seneca, Kansas on

February 25, 1992, at 2005 UTC. Fast Atmospheric Signature CODe Version 2 - FASCOD2

(Clough et al., 1986) was used to produce the radiance spectnun (top) for the infrared window

region. Brightness temperatures (bottom) were obtained from the inverse Planck function using

appropriate wavenumbers. Temperature and moisture data were utilized from the special release

Cross-Chain Loran Atmospheric Sounding System (CLASS) sounding. Appropriate values for

surface skin temperature (T s = 287 K) and surface emissivity (e = 0.98) were used so that

simulated window channel (band 11) brightness temperatures would approximate the observed

values. In the absence of ozone profile data, the standard atmosphere climatological ozone

vertical distribution (mid-latitude winter) was used with the total column ozone amount

constrained by the Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer (TOMS) retrieved value (335 D.U., taken

over central Kansas). Radiative transfer calculations were made only up to the aircraft altitude

(which included about 40% of the total ozone content). The radiance plot in Fig. 1 indicates that

the ozone spectral signature at 9.6 _tm (1000-1070 cm -1) is the dominate feature. Water vapor

continuum absorption is responsible for the reduced upwelling radiation in the 12 ktm (900-770

cm-1) region and is most apparent in the brightness temperature plot. Absorption by carbon

dioxide is prevalent beyond 13 _m (770 cm -1) but a significant feature does exist around

12.6 _tm (800 cm-1). Water vapor line absorption is also scattered throughout the window

region. This radiative transfer modeling indicates that the Wildfire channels 8-10 (with response

curves indicated by the solid triangular regions in Fig. 1) should exhibit differential absorption

due to ozone with the strongest absorption occurring in the 9.6 _tm band (channel 10) and

decreasing in strength from the 10.0 _tm band (channel 9) to the 9.2 _tm band (channel 8),

respectively. This difference is substantial and should be readily apparent in the observed

Wildfire data. Channels 11 and 12 are differentially affected by water vapor and carbon dioxide

absorption which should likewise be detected in the observed data.

The differential absorption of ozone in the Wildfire channels was the basis for applying a

physical split window retrieval technique for total integrated column ozone below the aircraft

[see Jedlovec and Carlson (1993) for additional research objectives]. Preliminary application of

this retrieval algorithm to observed data for STORM-FEST produced results inconsistent with

theoretical principles. Analysis of the problem indicated that while the 9.6 _tm band was most



affectedby ozoneabsorption(asexpectedfromFig. 1),the9.2 lambandshowedenhanced

sensitivityto ozonecontent,and the 10.0 p.m band was virtually insensitive to total ozone

burden. This discrepancy lead to the erroneous retrieval results. A detailed investigation of the

Wildfire infrared channel data is described below. The findings presented in this report have

significant bearing on future use of the MAS because of its similarities to the original Wildfire

configuration.

Channel

Table 1. Selected Wildfire Channels for STORM-FEST

Band Width

(lam)

Central

Wavelength

Constituent/Use

1 - - Bit bucket for channels 9-12 lsb's

2 0.675 - 0.685 0.68 Broad band visible-near infrared

3 1.605 - 1.655 1.64 Reflective infrared

4 1.955 - 2.005 1.98 Reflective infrared

5 3.675 - 3.825 3.75 Bad dewar, no data

6 4.325 - 4.575 4.50 Bad dewar, no data

7 4.575 - 4.725 4.65 Bad dewar, no data

8 9.0 - 9.4 9.20 Ozone absorption (weak)

9 9.8 - 10.2 10.00 Ozone absorption (weak)

10 9.4 - 9.8 9.60 Ozone absorption (strong)

1 1 10.7 - 11.2 10.95 Clean window

12 12.2 - 12.7 12.45 Water vapor (weak)

Scan Rate

Instantaneous Field of View (ifov)

@20 km agl

Total Field of View (for)

@20 km agl

Roll Correction

Calibration

Digitization

Pixels per Scan Line

Pixel Overlap Across Track

Along Track

6.25 rps

2.5 mrad

50m

86 °

37.2 km

±15 °

2 controlled blackbodies

8 bit (ch's 1-8), 10 bit (ch's 9-12)

716

0%

33%
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Figure 1. Simulated infrared radiance (top) and brightness temperature (bottom) spectrum

on February 25, 1992. Original Wildfire spectral response curves (solid lines) are presented

to indicate the band widths for each channel. The corrected response functions deduced

from this study are also shown (dashed) on the radiance plot. Radiances are reported in

mW-m'2-st'l-(cm-1) -1 and brightness temperature is in K. Wavenumbers are in cm -1.
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B. UnderstandingtheDataandtheProblem

Uncertaintyin theWildfire datacollectedduringtheSTORM-FESTdeploymentledto a
morerobustexaminationof thedataaftertheexperiment.In orderto addresstheproblem,a

numberof questionswereraised.

• Did anyspecialatmosphericconditionsexistwhichcouldexplainthisoccurrence?
• Theconversionfrom radianceto brightnesstemperatureinvolvesdevelopingwavenumber

informationwhich isdependenton thespectralresponsecurvesof theWildfire channels.

Could theWildfire calibrationproceduresbein error?

• Werethespectralresponsecurvescorrect?

• Werethereanyproblemswith the instrumenthardwarethatcouldcontributeto these
erroneousresults?

Thefirst issueis addressedbelowwhile theothersarediscussedin thefollowing sections.In

sectionII additionalbackgroundmaterialis presentedon theinstrumentsandtheaircraft flights.

In sectionIII a comparisonof HIS andWildfire datais made.A likely explanationfor the

problemis discussedin sectionIV.

In anattemptto betterunderstandandexplaintheobservations,Wildfire channeldata
weresimulatedto reproducethechannelobservationsfor absolutechannelbrightness

temperaturescomparisonandto studyrelativevariationsbetweenchannels.Thesimulated

spectrumfor February25, 1992(presentedin Fig. 1),wasconvolutedwith theWildfire spectral

responsevalues(solid bandwidthsin Fig. 1) to producesimulatedWildfire channeldata. These
simulatedWildfire channelbrightnesstemperaturesarepresentedin Table2. Thesimulated

channelvaluesareconsistentwith thequalitativeinterpretationdrawnfrom Fig. 1. TheWildfire

9.6 lamband(channel10)exhibitsthestrongestabsorption,with the 10.0pm(channel9)band

beingthe secondstrongestabsorbingband. The 9.2 _tm band (channel 8) is actually the warmest

ozone channel indicating that it is sensing radiation in the most transparent (to ozone) region of

the spectrum. The 10.95 _tm band (channel 11) is the warmest of the five because it is positioned

in a relatively "clean" portion of the infrared spectrum between the ozone and water vapor

absorption regions. Despite the relatively small amount of moisture over the region (in the

sounding), the 12.45 _tm band (channel 12) is slightly colder the clean channel as a result of the

water vapor absorption.



In orderto highlight theproblem,adirectcomparisonbetweensimulatedandobserved

channelbrightnesstemperatureswasmade.ObservedWildfire dataweretakenfrom a regionin

northernKansas.In orderto eliminatefluctuationsimposedby thevariableskintemperaturein

theregion,Wildfire datawereaveragedovera 24by 40pixel (1.2by 2.0kin) region. A totalof

38 individualWildfire regionswereselectedandaveragedtogetherto obtainameanoverthe

area.Theseaverageobservedchannelvaluesarepresentedalongwith thesimulatedvaluesin

Table2. Large absolutediscrepanciesexistbetweenthesimulatedandobservedvalues(4-5K)

for theozonechannels.Thedifferencesarenotconstantin magnitudeandchangesignbetween

thechannels.While the9.6I.tmchannelisstill thecoldest,the 10.00I.tmchannelisvirtually

insensitiveto ozone.This is in contrastwith thesimulatedresultswherethe 10.00_m channelis

thesecondstrongestozoneabsorbingchannelof thethree. Thelongerwavelengthchannels

indicategoodagreement.This is partiallytheresultof theuseof anappropriateskin temperature

sincetheatmosphericeffectis rathersmallbutalsoshowsconsistencyin thecomparison

approach.Undertheassumptionthattheatmosphereishomogeneousoverthe limited regionof
thedata(averygoodassumptionfor ozone),theaffectof temporalor spatialmisalignments

shouldnotbeafactorin thesediscrepancies.It is alsoapparentthataninconsistencyoccurs
betweenthechannelsthemselvesasshownin thelastcolumnsof Table2. Differencesbetween

adjacentchannels(in thespectraldomain)arequitelargeandvarybetweenthesimulatedand

observeddata. Thisapparentrelativeerrorin theobservationshighlightsthedataproblem.

Table 2. A Comparison of Simulated and Observed Wildfire Data for February 25, 1992.

Simulated Data are from CLASS Sonde Data at a Similar Time to the Wildfire

Observations.

Channel

Number

Central Simulated

Tbb (K)

Observed

Tbb (K)

Obs.-Sim.

Tbb (K)

8 9.20 281.3 276.0 -5.3

10 9.60 265.2 269.6 4.4

9 10.00 278.3 283.8 5.5

11 10.95 285.1 285.2 0.1

282.612 12.45 282.7

Ts=287K, e=0.98,

Channel

Difference (K)

8-10

10-9

9-11

-0.1 11 - 12

Sim. Obs.

16.1 6.4

-13.1 -14.4

-6.8 -1.4

2.4 2.6

03 = 335 D.U. (154 D.U. below 20 km)



This relative bias and data problem is apparent throughout the data. Figure 2 presents

Wildfire infrared channel data for a 3-minute period over Kansas on February 25, 1992, nearly

simultaneous with the CLASS sonde observations. The five infrared channels of Wildfire are

presented side-by-side for the same region. The images have been calibrated using standard

procedures (discussed in next section). The calibrated brightness temperatures were stretched

over the same range for display so that inter-channel comparisons could be visually made. Cold

temperatures are portrayed as bright while warm temperatures are dark. In the infrared window

region, absorption due to water vapor (in the lower layers) and ozone (in the upper layers)

attenuates upwelling surface emission. Emission from ozone and water vapor is relatively small

compared to surface emission. As a result, channels most sensitive to ozone and water vapor

should be cold (bright) and those least sensitive to absorption should be warmest (dark). From

radiative transfer theory (described above), the Wildfire 9.6 _m band (channel 10) should be

coldest (brightest) with the 11.0 _tm band (channel 11) being the warmest (darkest). The ozone

absorption channels should range from cold (bright) to warm (dark) for the 9.6, 10.0, and 9.2 _tm

bands (channels 10, 9, 8), respectively. This is not the case presented in the Fig. 2. The 10.0 _tm

band (channel 9) is much warmer (darker) than the 9.2 lam band ( channel 10) and much warmer

than expected (by about 5 K) and is one of the warmest channels in the window region. This

implies that the 10.0 lam band senses the least amount of constituent absorption. Similarly, the

9.2 lam band (channel 8) is colder than expected (by about 5 K) from the simulations (Table 2)

and may be sensing more ozone absorption than the theory would lead one to believe. This

discrepancy with the radiative transfer theory (shown in Fig. 1 and Table 2) is the crux of the

problem!
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II. AIRCRAFT FLIGHTS AND INSTRUMENTATION

Before inter-comparison between Wildfire and HIS data are made, it is necessary to

understand a bit more about the two instruments and the ER-2 observing platform. This

information is presented below.

A. ER-2 Flights for STORM-FEST

The NASA ER-2 aircraft flew in support of the STORM-FEST field program from

February 13 through March 15, 1992. The plane was deployed out of Ellington Field, just south

of Houston, Texas. A total of 11 flights were made during the deployment, 8 of which directly

supported the STORM-FEST objectives. The first five of these flights were made with the

Wildfire spectrometer onboard. The remaining flights used another spectrometer (Jedlovec and

Carlson, 1993). Table 3 lists details of the Wildfire flights from STORM-FEST. Two of the

flights with the Wildfire spectrometer (February 14 and 17) were in direct support of the ozone

variability objectives. The Wildfire spectrometer was also flown on three other supporting

missions. Only the latter four flights included the HIS; however, HIS data from the February 17

flight were unusable. Extensive cloud cover reduced the useful flight data down to selected

regions of flights 3 and 5. Figure 3 shows the precise location and times of the aircraft flight

tracks during the two specific missions. The times indicate the period for which Wildfire and

HIS data were used (1845-1905 UTC and 2140-2200 UTC on February 21 and 2033-2039 UTC,

2051-2058 UTC, and around 2107 UTC on February 25).

[ Flight

2

3

4

Table 3.

Date

14 Feb

92045

17 Feb

92048

21 Feb

92052

23 Feb

92054

25 Feb

92056

Wildfire Flights for the 1992 STORM-FEST Experiment

Number Time (UTC) I Objective

92061

92062

92063

92064

1901-0016

2033-0326

1819-2311

1800-0029

1758-003792065

Ozone variability, tropo-

pause fold, no HIS data

Ozone variability, tropo-

pause fold, no HIS data

Support thunderstorm flight

Support of Precipitation

Mission

Support HIS moisture flight



2200

/
IBm5

21_0

1905

2039 2033

/ /

J _

Figure 3. ER-2 flight tracks for two selected flights during STORM-FEST. The top plot is

from February 21 and the bottom plot form February 25, 1992. Times on the flight tracks

correspond to the data regions used in the analysis (see text for specific details).
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B. Wildfire

The Wildfire spectrometer was a 50-channel airborne scanner that sensed reflected and

upwelling radiation from the Earth and atmosphere in fairly narrow, uniformly spaced regions of

the visible, near-infrared, and thermal infrared spectrum (from 1.17 to 12.4 !am). The Wildfire

was flown on a NASA ER-2 high-altitude aircraft at a nominal altitude of 20 km during

STORM-FEST, providing a horizontal ground resolution of each field-,)f-view of about 50 m at

nadir (Table 1). The instrument scan geometry is presented in Fig. 4. From this altitude, the

width of the entire cross path field-of-view scanned by the sensor is roughly 37 km, thereby

providing detailed resolution of atmospheric and surface features across the swath width and

along the aircraft flight track.

The Wildfire design was based on that of other instruments developed by Daedalus

Enterprises, Inc. for visible and infrared mapping. It shared the same scan head, digitizer, tape

system, and supporting electronics as other airborne scanners for the ER-2. The main difference

between the airborne scanners is in the individual spectrometers that define the different spectral

capabilities. The Wildfire channels used during STORM-FEST were presented in Table 1.

These were a subset of some 43 channels which were available in the modified Wildfire

configuration (also called the MODIS FIRE configuration) (King, 1991; Brown et al., 1992). As

mentioned above, the primary channels of interest are the thermal infrared channels (numbers 8-

12). These channels have varying sensitivity to water vapor and ozone absorption and are used

to retrieve total ozone and water vapor content in the column of the atmosphere below the

aircraft. The horizontal distribution of this parameter across the scan and along the aircraft flight

track provides the basis for spatial analysis of these variables. The visible channels serve to

identify surface and cloud features in the scene. The mid-infrared channels became unusable

because of a leak which developed in the dewar. Channel 1 was used as a bit bucket for the least

significant bits (9 and 10) of the 10-bit digitized data of channels 9-12 (Jedlovec et al., 1989).

11
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Figure 4. Wildfire and HIS scan geometry from the ER-2 platform.
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C. High-Resolution Interferometer Sounder (HIS)

The High-Resolution Interferometer Sounder (HIS) is an interferometer flown on the

NASA ER-2 and observes the upwelling radiance from the Earth and atmosphere in the spectral

region covering from the 3.8-16.6 lam region (Smith et al., 1990). Some characteristics of the

HIS are presented in Table 4. Measurements are made in three separate spectral bands with

three sets of bandpass filters, focusing optics, and arsenic doped detectors in a single cooled

dewar. The gain of each channel is fixed and the signals are digitized with 16-bit quantization.

The raw data collected from each detector/ifov appear as a double-sided interferogram (signal

formed by the recombination of out-of-phase beams of energy). Each interferogram (whether

from a Earth or calibration scene) is converted to a radiance spectrum through a Fourier

transform in post processing.

The HIS is a non-scanning nadir viewing instrument. Based on a 100 mrad ifov, the

ground resolution of each HIS observation is 2 km (from a nominal ER-2 altitude of 20 km). An

interferogram is collected every 6 seconds, corresponding to about a 1.2 km spacing (based on an

ER-2 ground speed of about 208 ms -l) between measurements. The HIS ifov is shown in Fig. 4

with the MAMS scan geometry. The collection of 12 samples (interferograms) of data (about 72

seconds) is usually followed by 8 samples (48 seconds) of calibration data (when scene data are

unavailable). The interferograms from each scene are converted to radiance spectra, are usually

co-added and are averaged to produce more reliable data. The noise equivalent delta temperature

(NEAT) and relative calibration accuracy for averaged scenes are both typically about 0.1-0.2 K

over much of the spectrum (Smith and Frey, 1990). In this investigation, data from individual

HIS spectra were used to precisely match the Wildfire data region. As a result, about 960

Wildfire ifov's (24 x 40 50 m pixels) are contained in each HIS footprint (see Fig. 4).

13



Table 4. HIS Characteristics

Spectral Range Band I

Band II

Band III

Instantaneous Field of View (ifov)

@20 km agl

Calibration

Digitization

Mirror Scan Rate

Sampling rate (# contiguous Earth scenes)

Calibration Rate (# contiguous calib, scenes)

590 - 1070 cm-I

1040 - 1930 cm-!

2070 - 2750 cm-I

100 mrad
2.0 km

2 controlled blackbodies

16 bit

0.6-1.0 cm s-!

6 seconds (12)

6 seconds (8)

D. Calibration of Wildfire Data

The Wildfire detects energy from the Earth and atmosphere which is incident on the scan

mirror. This spectral information is directed into the optical path of the instrument and gets

convoluted by the response characteristics of the optics and band-defining filters. The spectral

response characteristics of the instrument to incident energy was measured in the laboratory

before delivery to Ames Research Center. These "spectral response curves" were made available

to the authors for the Wildfire spectrometer by the instrument manufacturer and are the basis for

the position and bandwidths presented in Table 1 and Figure 2. Unfortunately, the response

characteristics were measured at only a few points for each channel. A triangular shape function

and symmetry around the central value was assumed. This assumption is not inappropriate since

instrument response functions tend to be symmetric and gaussian in shape. The inverse Planck

function requires a single frequency in the conversion to temperature. For an asymmetric

response function, the half power wavenumber (wavelength) is determined via integration of the

response curve as in Jedlovec et al. (1989). For symmetric response functions the central

wavenumber very nearly becomes the half power wavenumber.

Wildfire data are calibrated using procedures consistent with other Daedalus scanners and

described by Jedlovec et al. (1986, 1989). A warm and cold blackbody is viewed in each
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infraredchannelat thebeginningandendof eachscan(6.25timespersecond).Countvalues

correspondingto theblackbodiesareusedto generatecalibrationcurveswhich arehighly linear

in theradiancedomain(radianceversusrawcountvalue)for eachinfraredchannel.These

curvesarecalculatedonascanline-by-scanline basisandusedto calibratethescenedata

(convertrawvaluesto radiances).Thesceneradiancesareconvertedto brightnesstemperatures

with the inversePlanckfunction,usingtheappropriate"half power"wavenumbersdeveloped

from thechannelspectralresponsecurves. Occasionally,line-to-linevariationsaretheresultof

thechangingcalibrationbutwerenotasignificantproblemfor theseflights.

In thisresearchinvestigation,anobvious question arose as to the accuracy of the spectral

response functions for Wildfire. Inaccurate response functions could contribute to mis-

calibration of the scene data through the use of an erroneous half power wavenumber. After

talking with Daedalus (Steve Cech and Fred Osterwisch, personal communication) the authors

have reasonable confidence in the limited data points for each curve (maximum response and

50% response points) and in the general symmetry or shape of the curves. [Trials in which the

shape and position of the Wildfire spectral response functions were changed (and therefore

different half power wavenumbers were used) showed little change in calibrated channel values.]

As a result, the spectral response functions defined by the few reliable points for each band seem

sufficient to calibrate the scene data and to make channel inter-comparisons. Unrealistic shapes

for the response curves would be required to account for the observed channel characteristics

from a calibration standpoint alone.

Because of the above, instrument calibration procedures were ruled out as a possible

explanation for the channel discrepancies. However, uncertain instrument response

characteristics will allow for the collection of data at wavelengths other than those desired and

could significantly affect the expected results. Based on the data comparison in Table 2 and the

discussion above, it was postulated that the affect of uncertain instrument response could be the

cause of the brightness temperature error. It was determined that the best way to address this

problem was to use the HIS spectral information collected simultaneously with the Wildfire data

to form the basis for a comparison of the Wildfire accuracy. The HIS data have advantages over

simulated data in that they are collected simultaneously from the same observation platform with

the Wildfire data viewing the same surface and through the same atmosphere. The spectral

coverage of the HIS overlaps the Wildfire channels so complete channel simulations can be

made. The Wildfire response curves can be used to synthesize Wildfire data from the HIS

spectrum. A direct comparison could be made for a number of points from each instrument. The

methodology and results are presented in the next section.
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III. DATA COMPARISON

A. Wildfire andHIS Data

Thekey to theHIS-Wildfire datainter-comparisonliesin theability to obtaincollocated
cloud-freedataco-incidentin bothtimeandspace.Sinceboth instrumentscollecteddata

simultaneouslyfor anumberof flightsduringSTORM-FEST,onewouldthink thiswould bean

easytask. UnfortunatelyHIS instrumentproblemsandcloudseliminated95%of thedatafor the

five Wildfire flights (plusanengineeringflight andtheferryflight to Houston).Fromthesedata,

portionsof two aircraft flightswereidentifiedassuitableperiodsfor thecomparison.Thesetime
periodsincludeddatafrom 2140-2200UTC onFebruary21andfrom 2030-2100UTC on
February25, 1992.

Wildfire andHIS datawerecollectedonFebruary21(flight 92063)in supportof a
thunderstormmission. Theflight consistedof aneast-westtrackfrom Ellington Fieldto

Tallahassee,Florida,andreturn(seeFig. 3 andTable3). Althoughcloudyskiesdominatedthe

mission,someclearsegmentsof flight trackexistedovertheGulf. Duringboththeout-bound
andreturnlegstheER-2passedoverthenortherncoastalwatersof theGulfofMexico.

Preliminaryinspectionof theWildfire visibleandinfrareddataindicatedthattheskieswere

overcastthroughouttheflight exceptfor a smallregionwheretheaircraftcrossedthecoastlineat
theMississippiRiver deltain southeasternLouisiana.TheER-2overflewthis areaatabout 1855

UTC on theeast-boundleg,andagainatroughly2150UTCon thereturnwest-boundleg. HIS
datawereaccordinglyobtainedfor the 1845-1905and2140-2200UTC timeperiods.Thewatery
backgroundprovidedarelativelyuniform thermalscene,whichwouldminimize theeffectof

small residualco-registrationdiscrepanciesbetweentheWildfire andHIS measurements.

Wildfire andHIS datawerealsocollectedonFebruary25 (flight 92065)in supportof a
ER-2HIS watervaporsoundingmission. Theaircraitwasdispatchedto theSeneca,Kansas area

where a ground-based upward-looking HIS instrument was in place, and a network of special

hourly rawinsonde releases was activated. Two east-west tracks were flown along the Kansas-

Nebraska border, followed by a westward leg further to the north, in southeastern Nebraska (see

Fig. 3). Two segments were selected during which the ER-2 overflew the same location near the

Kansas-Nebraska border, but in opposite directions; westbound at 2035 UTC, and eastbound at

2055 UTC (times are nominal). Widely scattered cumulus were occasionally present but did not

interfere with evaluation of the data. The ER-2 HIS data were obtained for the two time periods

(2033-2039 and 2051-2058 UTC).
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TheWildfire datacollectedfor thesetimesappearedto be noise-free but contained the

brightness temperature discrepancies previously noted. Occasionally a few missing scan lines

were found, which were replaced by simple interpolation based upon neighboring existing lines

of data. This was considered to be an acceptable solution because of the observed lack of

radiance variability within the selected portions of the Wildfire image. Jedlovec and Carlson

(1993) estimated typical NEAT values for the five infrared channels from these flights to be less

than 0.15 K for channels 9-11 (10-bit data), less than 0.25 K (8 bit) for channel 8, and around

0.55 K for channel 12 (10 bit). Multiple line averaging of the calibration values (9 line running

average) was used to reduce line-to-line calibration variations (Jedlovec et al., 1989). The

Wildfire data were navigated and Earth located as per other Daedalus scanner applications

(Jedlovec et al., 1989; Jedlovec and Atkinson, 1993). Absolute navigation errors were typically

less than 3 pixels (150 m). Cloudy regions were subjectively determined with visible and

infrared channel data. The navigation and time tagging of the Wildfire data allowed precise

collocation with the HIS data. The final step averaged Wildfire channel data over the collocated

HIS footprint (a 24 x 40 pixel area).

HIS data were obtained from Bill Smith at the University of Wisconsin. Complete

spectra in three bands were available for the flight periods of interest. HIS channels 2 and 3 were

merged at 1080 cm-1 and interpolated to a slightly finer (0.25 cm -1) spectral resolution in order

to form a continuous spectral coverage between 750 and 1200 cm-1. Wildfire data times were

used with the HIS time tags to selected appropriate HIS spectrum. Additionally, the magnitude

of the HIS radiance spectrum changes as a function of time (indicating large changes in skin

temperature due to inhomogeneous surface features) was matched with the Wildfire 11 lam

channel data to verify corresponding collocation of times in the each data set. We have assumed

that each spectrum represents a 6-second temporal integration of the spectral radiances coming

from a 2 km wide spot (at 20-km altitude) located at the aircraft nadir; it was assumed the 6

seconds is centered on the time contained in the HIS record header. The ER-2 travels about 1.2

km in 6 seconds. Individual spectra (alternating forward and backward scans) are generated at 6-

second intervals for a period of about 72 seconds, followed by no data for about 48 seconds, and

so on. The later constraint considerably reduced the number of data comparisons and eliminated

data on the outbound leg for February 21, 1992 (the HIS was in a calibration mode when it

crossed the region of interest). The HIS spectra were convoluted with the Wildfire spectral

response curves to produce "simulated" Wildfire data. In this way the simulated channel

radiances were assumed to represent an average radiance for the HIS geographical field-of-view.

These simulated Wildfire channels will be referred to as WildHIS data in the following
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discussion.TheWildHIS dataarecomparedwith thearea-averagedWildfire observationsin the
remainderof this study.

B. Inter-ComparisonResults

ThecomparisonbetweenWildHIS (Wildfire channelssimulatedfrom HIS spectra)and

Wildfire datawasmadefor threetimeperiodsbetweenthetwo differentaircraftflights. Thefirst

comparisonis for anoceansceneonFebruary21, 1992,between2144and2146UTC. Only five
cloud-freeHIS spectrawereavailablefor use.DifferencesbetweentheWildHIS and

correspondingarea-averagedWildfire datafor theselocationswerecomputed.Resultsfor the
five infraredchannelsarepresentedin thefirst datacolumnof Table5. In thetable,the"AT"

entriesrepresentthemeanbrightnesstemperaturedifferences,in degreesKelvin, betweenthe

actualWildfire observations(averagedovereachHIS footprint)andtheWildHIS data. Positive

valuesdenoteWildfire brightnesstemperatureswarmerthanthosesimulatedfrom theHIS

spectra.The9.2 lambanddifferencesexhibita largenegativebiaswhichmeansthattheWildfire

dataarecoolerthantheHIS. Thereis a significantpositivebiasfor the9.6and 10.0_tmbands.

Thecleanwindow bandat 10.95jam(channel11)andthewatervaporbandat 12.45p.m(channel

12)showanegativebias. Thebiasesareabit confusingat first becausetheyarenotall in the

samedirectionor of thesamemagnitude.The bias trend is consistent with the comparison of

simulated and observed Wildfire data shown in Table 2, however. This indicates that the HIS

spectrum is a good surrogate for the simulated data (and vice versa).

The biases were further explored by comparing data from the February 25 flight. These

results are presented for two different time periods in the last two data columns of Table 5. The

predominately cloud-free conditions on this day provided many more collocations of the data.

Similarities exist between the results from the 25th with those of the 21 st. For the first time on

the February 25 (2033-2039 UTC), 29 collocations were made. The results indicate a negative-

positive bias pattern in the ozone channels similar to data from the 21 st, with the 25th biases

being somewhat greater in magnitude. The window and water vapor channels indicate an

opposite (positive) bias, however. The increased magnitude of the biases may result from the

differences in ozone and water vapor content below the aircraft on these two days. In fact,

analysis of the TOMS data for these days indicates a 45 D.U. difference (340-295) in the total

ozone content between these regions. The rawinsonde data on these days indicate a large

variation in moisture as well. The results for the later time (2051-2058 UTC) on February 25

show similar ozone bias features (based on 38 collocations). The bias in channels 11 and 12
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showspositivevaluesaswasthecasefor theFebruary21data.Theozonebiaspattern(cooler

valuesin the9.2 gm bandandwannerin theothertwo ozonechannels)is apersistenttrait of not

only theaveragedresultsbut of the individualcomparisonsaswell (notshown).

SincetheWildfire andHIS datawerecollectedsimultaneouslyfrom thesameobserving

platform,thearea-averageddatawill captureidenticalradiometricpropertiesof theatmosphere
andEarth'ssurface.To explaintheobserveddifferences,onemustagainconsiderthedata

reductionandcalibrationprocedures,andin particularthespectralcalibrationof theWildfire

channels.It is assumedthattheHIS providesdatawith highly accuraterelativecalibration(from

onewavenumberto thenext)with "worsecase"absoluteaccuracyof 1-2K for theoverall

spectrum(personalcommunicationwith Bill SmithattheUniversityof Wisconsin). A
reasonableexplanationdrawnfromtheresults(especiallyfrom Table5) is thattheWildfire

spectralbands(andthereforespectralresponsecurves)maybeshiftedfrom thosemeasuredin

the laboratory!

Table 5. Difference Between Wildfire and HIS Data for Various Time Periods and Flight

Days

February 25Flight Date February 21

Time 2140-2200 UTC 2030-2039 UTC

# Comparisons 5 29 38

Band g AT(K) AT(K) AT(K)

8 9.20 -4.24 -5.30 -6.37

10 9.60 1.03 2.95 1.73

9 10.00 1.86 4.57 3.34

11 10.95 -0.66 0.44 -0.85

0.15 -1.13

February 25

2051-2057 UTC

12 12.45 -0.69

To test this theory, the "WildHIS" data were re-synthesized with new spectral response

values. The HIS spectrum for all 72 points (collocated with the observed Wildfire data) was

convoluted with spectral response functions which incorporated shifts to the central wavelength.

A constant shift of each channel by 0.10, 0.15, and 0.20 gm was made. The assumption that the
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spectralshift (if onereallyexisted)wasconstantacrossthe9-13_tmregionwasspeculation.In

this test,theshapeof eachresponsefunctionwaspreserved;only thespectralpositionsof the

filters wereallowedto vary. ThenewWildHIS datafor theshiftedresponsecurveswere

differencedwith thecollocatedWildfire observationsasbefore. Theresultsarepresentedfor the

individual comparisonperiodsin Tables6-8. In eachtable,thecolumnlabeled"Design"refers
to theoriginal responsefunctionsprovidedby Daedalus.

Theimprovementin the comparison results is astonishing! By shifting the response

functions to longer wavelengths, significant improvements are present in the mean difference

values in most of the channels. If the minimum channel difference (for each shift) is used as a

"goodness of fit" criteria, then a shift of around 0.15 _tm of each channel to longer wavelengths

produces the best results. The corrected response curves corresponding to this shift are shown as

dashed lines on the radiance plot in Fig 1. In all cases a shift of 0.15 lam reduces the bias in all

channels to less than 1.0 K. This is probably less than the combination of all known or expected

error sources resulting from the methodology (absolute calibration and comparison mismatches).
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Table 6. Difference Between Wildfire and Modified HIS Data for Water Scene on February

21, 1992, Between 2140-2200 UTC Using Varied Response Curves

water Design +0.10 _tm +0.15 pm +0.20 _tm

Band _a AT(K) AT(K) AT(K) AT(K)

8 9.20 -4.24 -2.03 0.63 0.97

10 9.60 1.03 0.53 0.39 1.72

9 10.00 1.86 -0.02 0.62 0.99

11 10.95 -0.66 -0.62 0.60 0.56

0.0512 12.45 -0.69 -0.12 0.13

Table 7. Difference Between Wildfire and Modified HIS Data on West-Bound Leg Over

Kansas on February 25, 1992, Between 2033-2039 UTC Using Varied Response

Curves

farmland Design +0.10 _m +0.15 gm +0.20 _tm

Band _t AT(K) AT(K) AT(K) AT(K)

8 9.20 -5.30 -1.90 0.31 2.84

10 9.60 2.95 2.35 0.98 1.05

9 10.00 4.57 1.46 0.39 0.35

11 10.95 0.44 0.45 0.46 0.47

0.8712 12.45 0.15 0.71 0.95

Table 8. Like Table 7 Except for the East-Bound Leg at 2051-2058 UTC

farmland Design +0.10 _m

Band g AT(K) AT(K)

8 -6.379.20 -3.06

+0.15 _tm +0.20 jam

12 12.45

AT(K) AT(K)

-0.90 1.59

10 9.60 1.73 1.17 -0.18 -2.19

9 10.00 3.34 0.22 -0.86 -1.60

11 10.95 -0.85 -0.83 -0.82 -0.80

-1.13 -0.58 -0.41 -0.34
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IV. CONCLUSION

The absolute and relative calibration of the Wildfire spectrometer image data has been

evaluated using radiative transfer theory and simultaneous interferometer data from the HIS.

Data from 79 collocated points during two different aircraft flights were used in the comparison.

Results indicate large discrepancies between the HIS-derived and actual Wildfire observations.

The discrepancies are spectrally dependent and may be consistent from flight to flight.

Instrument calibration procedures and variations in atmospheric moisture and ozone have been

ruled out as possible explanations for the results. All empirical information points to a spectral

discrepancy between the (presumably) known spectral response curves and the actual spectral

response of the instrument. A shift of the reported spectral response curves by 0.15 _tm to longer

wavelengths in all infrared channels provided a precise fit to the HIS data given the accuracy of

both measurements and collocation and averaging procedures. With the shift, the measurements

agree in an absolute sense to within 1.0 K in all five infrared channels.

We were not able to determine the source of the problem described above. If our

assumption of the shift in instrument spectral response is correct, several explanations could be

possible. Precise instrument spectral response values are not known. Although this has a limited

effect on the calibration accuracy (conversion of raw counts to brightness temperatures), it could

have dramatic effects on energy received by the detectors in spectral regions where atmospheric

transmittance varies greatly with changing wavelength. Spectral response curve uncertainties

(discrepancies from the actual or real response values) could result from erroneous laboratory

measurements as well as hardware problems. The somewhat unique design of the Wildfire in

which a diffraction grating is used to spectrally separate incident energy depends heavily on the

position of the filter in the optical path. Unlike systems which use dichroic and/or bandpass

filtersexclusively to provide spectral separation and discrimination (e.g., other Daedalus

airborne scanners such as the MAMS, AOCI, and the TMS), small changes in the optical position

of the grating during flight (due to expansion and contraction, vibrations, etc.) could produce

significant spectral shifts. Unfortunately, changes to the configuration of the Wildfire

spectrometer after the STORM-FEST experiment precluded an engineering assessment of the

problem.

These findings could have significant bearing on other airborne and satellite instruments

under development which rely on gratings for accurate spectral separation. The Wildfire

spectrometer was the precursor to the MODIS Airborne Simulator (MAS) and utilizes similar

diffraction grating technology. An intercalibration of the spectral characteristics of the MAS
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channels in the laboratory and during flight on the ER-2 aircraft would be appropriate and is

recommended. The HIS provides an excellent benchmark for spectral calibration accuracy

throughout the infrared region. Specific calibration and inter-comparison flights (if conducted)

should be well controlled to eliminate uncertainties in the data comparisons.
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